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The topic for this issue is anything that has wings.

ghostwriter
a pelican spirals
upward

Debbie Strange - Canada

final descent
a butterfly stumbles
into twilight 

Elizabeth Alford - USA

zip wire -
a swift glides
across the sky

Martha Margenta - UK

beads of water
on the cardinal's back
sunbathing

Tia Haynes - USA

ego trip . . .
idling over the pond
a dragonfly

Ingrid Baluchi - Uganda

cooing outside
the bridal shop
pigeons

Deborah P Kolodji - USA 



sinking sun . . .
a pair of mallards
marble the pond

Julie Warther - USA

dark matter
bats blot out
the stars

Lucy Whitehead - UK

mistaken again
for someone else
luna moth

Christina Sng - Singapore   

scarlet roses
in the western sky
hang-gliders

Angiola Inglese - Italy

orange blush
of a morning sky
kingfisher

Marilyn Fleming - USA

lowering coffin
the mournful cry
of a crow

Louise Hopewell - Australia



glass of merlot
I share the night
with fireflies

Alan Summers - UK

chickadees
our laughter over   
my faux pas

Cyndi Lloyd - USA

hawk
a sparrow's plume
floating

Mike Gallagher - Ireland

if only they could see
the warrior within me . . .
dragon wings 

Julie Bloss Kelsey - USA

rain forest -
a bellbird answers
my phone

Hazel Hall - Australia

unsure who 
she is praying to
mourning dove

Kelly Sauvage Angel - USA



curfew -
only the stubborn one
still chirping

Anna Maria Domburg-Sancristoforo - Netherlands 

border patrol
a flock of crows
turning back

Susan Constable - Canada

goldenrod
in the bee's buzz
a change of seasons

Anna Cates - USA

broken wing - 
counting clouds
from a box

Gaia Rossella Sain - Italy

river's edge
spring winds
whisper a heron

Andy McLellan - UK

seeing myself
in a new light
luna moth

Lori A. Minor - USA



origami crane
imperfectly folded
my first wings

Kath Abela Wilson - USA

foggy day -
the transparent wings
of a dragonfly

Rosa Maria DiSalvatore - Italy

wave soaring
in the sky
white seagull

Zuzanna Truchlewska - Poland

summer heat
a fly drowns
in crimson wine

Christina Chin - Malaysia 

sharing lunch
with my companion . . .
a sparrow's song

Marion Alice Poirier - USA

high clouds drift
above the monument . . .
stone eagle

Jan Dobb - Australia



chiri-rup
my daughter
learning to spell

Radostina Dragostinova - Bulgaria 

the last page -
even a moth
closes its wings

Nazarena Rampini - Italy

a chorus line
in pink feathers . . .
flamingos

Valentina Ranaldi-Adams - USA

----------  In the Starlight  ----------

summer moon
a butterfly dances

on its shadow

Celestine Nudanu - Ghana
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